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ABSTRACT

Public procurement and innovation is the subject of a growing body of literature. This article systematically reviews the existing research, documenting its evolution and highlighting dominant and overlooked themes. We find a dramatic increase in the number of journal publications on this topic since 2008, the existence of thematic communities within the literature, and a focus on empirical work. We analysed keywords and abstracts to identify the broad boundaries of research on public procurement and innovation as well as particular areas of focus in the literature. We found a variety of terms used to describe the application of public procurement as an innovation policy tool and a variety of thematic interests and theoretical foundations. We argue that this makes it challenging to consolidate the research on the topic. From a policy perspective, the geographical context of research is overwhelmingly concentrated in OECD and EU countries.
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1. Background

There is a growing body of literature on public procurement and innovation. While there are a number of excellent reviews on this topic (Hommen and Rolfstam 2009; Lember et al. 2015; Chicot and Matt 2018), to our knowledge there has been no systematic review of the literature. Lember et al. (2015) and Chicot and Matt (2018) are specific in their attention to ‘public procurement of innovation’, which is defined as ‘purchasing activities carried out by public agencies that lead to innovation’ (Rolfstam 2013: 12). Some studies on public procurement and innovation use the term ‘public procurement for innovation’ which is described by Edquist et al. (2015) as ‘a demand-side innovation policy instrument in the form of an order, placed by a public organization, for a new or improved product to fulfil its particular needs’ (p. 1). There are other papers in the literature that make reference to pre-commercial procurement (PCP). PCP is a concept introduced in 2006 by the European Commission drawing on the example of the US Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) programme. There has been a debate about whether PCP is a demand-side policy tool in the same sense as public procurement ‘for’ innovation (see Edquist and Zabala-Iturriagagoitia, 2015).

In order to address these multiple ideas regarding public procurement and innovation, this article systematically collected literature on the topic. The article analyses this corpus to examine the evolution, foundational concepts, methods, and contexts of the research on public procurement and innovation.

To be clear, public procurement is commonly understood as the purchase of goods, services, and works by government in order to perform its functions. The idea that public procurement can be a powerful tool in driving innovation and spurring technological development is based on models of innovation that emphasize the role of demand (Dalpé 1994; Edquist and Hommen 1999; Alic 2008). There is a long history of studies of the demand-side, the role of public procurement in industrial innovation and its influence on the emergence and growth of technology-intensive sectors
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such as aerospace, computers, semiconductors, and software (Pavitt and Walker 1976; Rothwell 1981; Nelson and Langlois 1983; Ruttan 2006).

The last two decades have seen growing interest in placing demand at the core of innovation policy (Boon and Edler 2018). The idea has captured the attention of policymakers for two reasons. Firstly, it reflects the dissatisfaction with supply-side innovation policies amongst policy makers (Edler and Georgiou 2007). Secondly, using public procurement as an innovation policy tool is considered to be an opportunity for increasing the efficiency of public spending in the economy, especially after the public spending cuts following the 2008 financial crisis. Government spending accounts for 40 per cent to 55 per cent of GDP in most OECD countries, making government procurement a potentially powerful demand-side influence (OECD 2011).

This article reports the results of a systematic literature review of academic journal papers on public procurement and innovation and public procurement as a demand-side innovation policy tool. A systematic literature review uses rigorous and transparent methods to screen, select, and analyse a body of literature (Boland et al. 2017). The motivation for conducting such an exercise is to map the literature in a manner that identifies key concepts and gaps (Pham et al. 2014). The findings offer an opportunity for existing researchers in the field to be reflective and the review also suggests directions for further development of the field.

This article makes three contributions to knowledge. The first contribution is a systematic literature review on public procurement and innovation, a methodologically rigorous process of reviewing existing research on a topic. To our collective knowledge, this is the first systematic literature review on public procurement and innovation. We find this surprising given the academic and policy interest in the topic. Secondly, as a literature review, the article also contributes to a more fine-grained understanding of the characteristics of the literature, including such important matters as the evolution of research interest in the topic, and foundational assumptions and methods used over time. Thirdly, the systematic review provides an opportunity to identify key themes in public procurement and innovation research and identify dominant themes as well as under-researched areas.

This article is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the methodology used including the search and selection criteria for building the corpus and the coding procedures. Section 3 presents the findings, discussing the evolution of the field, the themes and research questions found in the literature, its theoretical foundations, research foci and contexts. Section 4 summarizes and concludes.

2. Methods

Systematic literature reviews are characterized by a careful recording of the process of searching and selecting items in the literature for review. This helps in improving the replicability and reliability of the literature review. This section describes how the corpus was created and investigated, justifying the choices made when beginning this study.

2.1 Building the corpus

The search was conducted across four large abstract and citation databases of peer-reviewed literature—Web of Science, Scopus, Business Source Premier, and EconLit. The Boolean expression ((public OR government) AND (procurement) AND (innovation OR technology)) OR (demand AND side AND innovation AND policy) was searched across abstracts. The inclusion/exclusion criteria for building the corpus were as follows:

Criterion 1: the item should be a research article published in a peer-reviewed journal and in English

The restriction to work published in journals is made with the knowledge that despite some criticisms and drawbacks, the peer-review process is the most commonly used method of research validation, and therefore creating a corpus from peer-reviewed work reveals the accepted ideas on the topic. Admittedly, this misses out some of the research present in books, book chapters, and the grey literature. For instance, a number of significant contributions on the topic have been in books or book chapters, including Edquist et al. (2012) and Rigby (2016). Our decision to focus on peer-reviewed journal papers was made to keep the items in the corpus comparable and to code each record across a variety of variables in line with the method of systematic literature reviews (León and Farris 2011; Cheng
et al. 2018). The restriction to studies published in English is due to resource constraints on translation from other languages.

**Criterion 2: the item should discuss public procurement and its role in innovation**

This is the relevance criterion. For the purposes of this review, ‘public procurement’ means purchases made by government or contracts signed by government to obtain goods, services, or works. This review aims to draw insights on the relationship between public procurement and innovation, including the role of public procurement as an innovation policy tool. Therefore, articles discussing innovations in the organization and management of public procurement processes were excluded. Similarly, exclusive discussion of standards or the efficiency achieved from procuring new technology was not considered. The search was conducted in February 2018, so the publication time was fixed at an upper limit of 2017 for this study. The relevance criterion identified a corpus of 110 papers. Eleven of these articles could not be accessed, leaving us with a corpus of ninety-nine journal papers (Table 1).

### Table 1. Search and selection of corpus.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Web of Science</th>
<th>Scopus</th>
<th>Business Source Premier</th>
<th>EconLit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hits</td>
<td>1,042</td>
<td>1,516</td>
<td>1,027</td>
<td>199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fulfilling Criterion 1</td>
<td>706</td>
<td>647</td>
<td>351</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After removing duplicates</td>
<td>1,110</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Removed for not fulfilling Criterion 1</td>
<td>125</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selected Corpus</td>
<td>110</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Articles could not be accessed</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actual Corpus examined</td>
<td>99</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*a Some articles in languages other than English had been automatically included because they had an English summary and these were removed.

2.2 Coding

We manually coded data from the corpus of publications by reading all ninety-nine journal papers. The coding was guided by a coder manual (see Supplementary data). It was structured like a questionnaire to allow coders to examine the articles in the corpus for various information like themes, contexts, underlying assumptions, and methods.

#### 2.2.1 Inter-coder reliability tests

To test the robustness of the coder manual, an inter-coder reliability test was applied. A subset of ten papers was randomly selected from the corpus and coded by two independent reviewers using the coder manual. Inter-coder reliability can be calculated as percentage agreement and using the Cohen’s kappa coefficient (Cohen 1960). In percentage agreement, the percentage indicates the share of papers where two independent coders provided the same codes. In Cohen’s method, the statistic \( K \) is calculated as \( K = \frac{p_o - p_e}{1 - p_e} \), where \( p_o \) is the observed agreement between two coders and \( p_e \) is the probability of chance agreement. Cohen’s kappa is considered a more robust measure to simple percent agreement calculation as it takes the possibility of agreement occurring by chance into account.

A standard acceptable rate of percentage agreement is 80 per cent (Jones et al. 2015) and this was achieved for all but one of the variables (Table 2). The value of Cohen’s K ranges from -1 to +1 where positive values reflect agreement and negative values reflect disagreements. Acceptable rates for the Kappa coefficient are debated, especially amongst health researchers (McHugh 2012). Given that the calculation of the coefficient is affected by sampling errors (Lacy and Riffe 1996), it is sufficient to note here that none of the K-values are negative, that is actual agreement was always more than chance agreement.
3. Findings and discussion

3.1 The corpus and the evolution of the field

We begin by describing the corpus—its sources (in terms of publication outlets), the types of contribution made to the literature, and its history. This section provides a preliminary introduction to the literature, particularly highlighting its growth and diversity.

3.1.1 Temporal evolution of the corpus

The first paper in the corpus was published in 1976. Written by Pavitt and Walker, it reviews government policies that support industrial innovation, including ‘the encouragement of technically progressive procurement practices’ (p. 76). The role of government demand in industrial innovation and technological change was a theme of a number of subsequent papers. Rothwell (1981) notes procurement as a possible government action to promote innovation in the economy and combat the global economic crisis that had set in after the 1973 oil price shock. Nelson and Langlois (1983) look at six industries and evaluate the success of government innovation policy, including procurement. Hutton and Hartley (1985) note the influence of procurement policy on R&D in the medical equipment industry in the UK and find that procurement by the National Health Service had positively influenced the level of research pursued by British medical equipment manufacturers. Mowery and Langlois (1996) study the role of the US government, including procurement by the Department of Defense in the development of the software industry.

The corpus grew incrementally between 1976 and 2007 (Fig. 1). A noticeable shift in growth can be detected from 2005 and the growth in number of papers is almost exponential from 2008 (Fig. 2). The structural break was detected by using the CUSUM method to detect changes in the number of publications every year (Page 1954). To address the issue of how best to demonstrate the changes that have occurred over the period in which the publications have appeared on this subject, and in particular the significant increase in interest in the topic indicated by a rise in the number of papers published at around 2005–10, we have calculated the Cusum chart with publication counts transformed to lognormal. While the Shapiro Wilk statistic for the resulting distribution of transformed publication is significant, indicating non-normality, the Q-Q plot and Z-scores for skewness and kurtosis are within acceptable limits with z-values of 1.44 for skewness and 0.72 for kurtosis. From 2008, there is a marked increase in the number of journal articles published, peaking in 2015, when Innovation -The European Journal of Social Science published a special issue on the topic. Other indicators of growth and interest in the topic include the number of authors involved in the topic, the number of keywords, and publication outlets over time (Table 3). Since 2008, 121 researchers have published 70 papers across 44 journals on the topic of public procurement and innovation, which is striking when compared to early years. The potential reasons for this increase are explored in the following paragraphs and a more detailed analysis of the diversity of keywords and journals is provided in the subsequent sections.

Figure 1. Research output over time (n = 99). [AQ9]
Figure 2. Cusum plot to detect structural break in corpus.

Table 3. Some indicators of academic interest over time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Authors (first-time contributors)</th>
<th>Keywords</th>
<th>WoS Keywords</th>
<th>Journals</th>
<th>Articles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1976–87</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988–97</td>
<td>20 (18)</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998–2007</td>
<td>23 (23)</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008–17</td>
<td>121 (115)</td>
<td>189</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>236</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a Author-provided keywords exist only for 66 of the 99 papers in the corpus.
b Web of Science generated KeywordsPlus could be obtained for 63 of the 99 papers in the corpus. In all, 12 of these 63 papers contained WoS KeywordsPlus but not author-provided keywords.

With respect to the authors engaging in the topic, an interesting finding is that a large majority of authors in every decade are ‘first-time contributors’ in the sense that they have not appeared in the corpus before. In this respect, the 1998–2007 period seems remarkable as all the twenty-three contributing authors had not made any previous contribution to the study of public procurement and innovation but began contributing in this period. Perhaps this fresh interest in the topic can be explained by wider trends in policy and research on public procurement that began to emerge in the mid-1990s.
The significant growth of interest in the general topic area from 2008 is likely to have resulted in part from the engagement by innovation scholars in the development of EU and Member States policy on procurement during the first decade of the new millennium by EU and Member States. The EU and Member State activity began to consider how procurement could play a role in developing the economy from the European Council of 2000 in Lisbon (European Council 2000). At the same time that the EU was developing policy, the UK was launching its own variation on the US SBIR, although without immediate success (Connell 2004; Bound and Puttick 2010). Policy action at EU level was relatively quick and the attempt to embed mechanisms to promote innovation through procurement law was achieved in the new procurement directives (2004/17/EE and 2004/18/EE). This was accompanied by high-level policy statements that supported the legal framework and its objectives (Kok 2004; Aho et al. 2006). Additionally, the European Commission’s procedure for pre-commercial procurement (European Commission 2007) came in 2007 which attempted to set out a procedure to promote innovation of new goods and services that bypassed the directives (Rigby 2016) and which, to some extent, reflected the operation of US SBIR (Apostol 2017).

Those working in the academic environment such as Edler, Edquist, and Georgiou were therefore simultaneously involved in various international/supranational initiatives at EU and OECD level and in more abstract and theoretical discussion of the policy in academic circles. The 2007 Research Policy paper by Edler and Georgiou is the most cited text in this corpus of research articles focussing on public procurement and innovation, and both individuals participated in the EU-level dialogues (Professor Luke Georgiou was the rapporteur of the Independent Expert Group which produced the 2006 ‘Creating an Innovative Europe Report’). Forty-six of seventy research articles in the corpus published since 2008 cite this paper. A further key figure in the debate was Professor Charles Edquist whose coining of the acronym ‘PPI’ to imply for ‘public procurement for innovation’ in 2009 was subsequently made reference to by a number of authors (seventeen of sixty-two articles in the corpus refer to it since 2010). The use of this term and the related term ‘public procurement of innovation’ introduce an important difference of emphasis which we discuss in more detail below in our theme section on Thematic analysis (below).

The policy interest in procurement for the purposes of achieving innovation was the result of a wider revival of interest in the role of the state in the economy (Rolfstam 2015) following the signing of the WTO Agreement on Government Procurement (GPA) which came into force in 1996. This new legal order required a wholesale re-examination of how governmental priorities for industrial development and national specialization could be pursued, differences began to appear, notably, between the European Union and the USA. In the European Union, Martin (1996) has argued that the new policy framework created placed more limitations on the use of public procurement to pursue goals of innovation, industrial policy, and growth than that created in the USA where procurement as an innovation policy tool allowed the state to be entrepreneurial (Fu-Lai Yu 2001). Mazzucato (2013) stimulated further interest in this issue amongst academics and The point has again been debated, with considerable interest from policy makers, by Mazzucato (2013).

3.1.2 Where is the corpus found?

The papers were published in fifty-nine different journals. However, Fig. 3 indicates that the corpus is particularly concentrated in a few journals with seven journals accounting for 40 per cent of the papers in the corpus.

Figure 3. Distribution of corpus across 59 journals.
Table 4 lists journals that have published at least three papers on public procurement and innovation. *Innovation—The European Journal of Social Science Research* leads the list not least because it published a special issue on the topic in 2015 edited by Max Rolfstam from Aalborg University. The second largest number of papers were published in *Research Policy*. *Research Policy* has seen an active discussion on the topic of public procurement and innovation over a long period going back to publications by Pavitt and Walker in (1976), Hutton and Hartley (1985), and Mowery and Langlois (1996). *Research Policy* continues to publish highly-cited articles related to the topic, not least among which is the Edler and Georgiou (2007) paper that stimulated renewed discussion on public procurement as a demand-side innovation policy.

Amongst the journals that have published at least three papers, there are top-ranked journals (by impact factor) including not only *Research Policy* but *Technovation, Technological Forecasting & Social Change* and *Science & Public Policy*. In August 2018, *Science & Public Policy* published a 'special section' on the role of demand-oriented policies for innovation. While the corpus does not include contributions from 2018, the SPP papers which are included in the corpus offer important and interesting perspectives. Rolfstam (2009) explores the role of institutions in affecting the possibilities for public procurement of innovation and Li and Georgiou (2016) argue about the differences between developed and developing countries with respect to public procurement and innovation.

It is worth noting that the journals with at least three articles are all in the field of innovation management and policy. The one exception is the *Journal of Public Procurement* which is a specialist journal that aims to further the understanding of public procurement. We find it interesting that the public procurement community has published so

---

**Table 4. Journals with at least three articles in the corpus.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Journal Title</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Journal Impact Factor (2017)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Innovation</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1.018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Policy</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4.661</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journal of Public Procurement</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.12b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science and Public Policy</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.368</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technological Forecasting &amp; Social Change</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology in Society</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.60b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technovation</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.802</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*a Source:* Web of Science InCites Journal Citation Reports 2017.

*b Source:* Scopus CiteScore 2017.
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few papers on the consequences of public procurement for innovation. Most of the authors of papers in the *Journal of Public Procurement* are innovation management and policy scholars (e.g. Hommen and Rolfstam 2009; Yeow and Edler 2012).

To examine the highly-cited articles within the corpus, citation counts were noted from Web of Science (*n* = 76), Scopus (*n* = 84), and Google Scholar (*n* = 99). Since Google Scholar metrics are available for the entire corpus, the distribution of corpus by citation (Fig. 4) is based on those numbers.

Figure 4. Distribution of articles by citation (*n* = 99) as on 18 April 2018.

The most highly cited paper on the topic of public procurement and innovation is the 2007 *Research Policy* paper by Edler and Georgiou titled ‘Public Procurement and Innovation- resurrecting the demand side’. The article emphasizes the importance of the demand side as a potential source of innovation and argues for the place of public procurement as a demand-side measure in the taxonomy of innovation policy tools. The article goes on to discuss the rationales and justifications of public procurement policies that spur innovation as well as the challenges that such policies may face. This article proposes public procurement of innovation as a possible important future public policy. However, in framing its recommendations, it does not include an extensive evidence base. The second most cited paper is Edquist and Hommen’s 1999 paper in *Technology in Society*. Starting from the systems of innovation perspective, their paper discusses innovation as an iterative, interactive learning process and points out that procurement is not just a matter of price signals and quantities but also a learning process through which the government conveys its requirements. Again, the approach is to layout a framework and scope for policy action. The authors note their aim is to identify ‘some elements of a general policy perspective’ (Edquist and Hommen 1999: 63). The third most highly cited paper (and the most highly cited by a non-European author) is Lichtenberg’s 1988 paper in the *American Economic Review*. Lichtenberg emphasizes the importance of government procurement by design and technical competitions as a means of encouraging private investment in research and notes the importance of ‘government revealing its demand for certain types of technological innovations’ (Lichtenberg 1988: 550). This relatively early investigation of the topic employs a model which tests firm-level data on R&D expenditure and share of competitive and non-competitive contracts for 169 firms between 1979 and 1984 in the USA at a time of a ‘major defence build-up’ in the USA. The lessons of this research are supportive of the general case that government procurement through competitive procurement at scale provides incentives for higher R&D expenditure by firms and has potentially broader innovation effects.

3.1.3 Types of journal papers

We also examined the types of journal papers found in the corpus. It is difficult to find a universal classification of journal articles, especially in the social sciences. Nissen (1996) developed a classification system to review engineering literature according to the contribution of the paper and we adapted that typology.

We coded the papers into one of four possible categories—(1) empirical, when the primary contribution of the article is information on a case or policy evaluation (using either or both qualitative and quantitative methods); (2)
methodological, when the article provides different approaches to analyse data and addresses the research topic in methodologically novel ways; (3) investigative, when the article probes theory and practice to develop guidelines and frameworks for further research, and (4) theory-building, when the primary purpose of the article is to propose testable models and hypotheses.\(^8\)

Articles making an empirical contribution to the literature were most common (fifty-five of ninety-nine). These mainly highlighted policy practice and provided case studies of the use of public procurement as a demand-side innovation policy. Some of these articles choose to focus on a particular industry in a particular country—for example, satellite telecommunications in Italy (Landoni 2017), biorefineries in Sweden (Hellmark and Söderholm 2016), while others choose a number of industries or economic sectors to evaluate national (and sometimes regional or local) policies on public procurement and innovation—like in the UK (Gee and Uyarra 2013), China (Li and Georgiou 2016), or the USA (Alic 2015). While a majority of these empirical contributions conclude their work with positive remarks and are hopeful about the use of public procurement as an innovation policy instrument, some are cautious—Li and Georgiou (2016) note that ‘the appropriateness and effectiveness of such instruments are closely dependent upon the state of both the innovation and the procurement systems in which they are set’ (p. 349), and a few diverge from the view that public procurement can be an effective innovation policy tool (Walsh 1993; Davis and Brady 2015; Meehan et al. 2017).

Second in order of frequency are investigative articles (twenty-four of ninety-nine) which review trends in literature and policy practice to suggest frameworks for further research on the topic. These include seminal texts like Pavitt and Walker (1976) and Edler and Georgiou (2007), as well as Rolfstam (2009) which talks about institutions, Kattel and Lember (2010) which explores the feasibility of using procurement as a demand-side innovation policy in a developing country context, and Edquist and Zabala-Iturriagagoitia (2012) which examines public procurement for innovation as a ‘mission-oriented’ innovation policy. Investigative articles often explore different ways that would help make public procurement more effective as an innovation policy tool and seem to agree that government’s involvement in public procurement of innovation is most effective when the government (or public) is itself a user of the product, service, or system. The various contributions on improving procurement policy with respect to innovation include coordinating demand and supply-side policies for innovation to reduce the risk of contradiction or non-coherence (Rothwell 1981), the use of innovation-friendly procurement at all levels of government (Uyarra and Flanagan 2010), and the use of project management strategies (Yeow and Edler 2012).

There are thirteen papers in the corpus that make a primarily methodological contribution. For example, Aschhoff and Sofka (2009) use Tobit modelling to compare public procurement with other innovation policy instruments to understand the unique contributions of public procurement and Markovic-Hribenik and Detelj (2016) measure the impact of public procurement towards innovation by running regressions on an EU-wide panel data. Nine of the thirteen papers find positive evidence about the use of public procurement as an innovation policy tool. However, not all methodological contributions relate to the use of quantitative methods. For example, Li (2017) proposes the use of two dimensions of policy coherence (horizontal and vertical) to assess the process and practice of public procurement of innovation.

There are seven articles whose primary contribution is to theory-building by proposing testable, falsifiable models that link public procurement and innovation. For example, Lichtenberg (1988) proposes that firm R&D levels respond positively and significantly to government procurement competitions, Dalpé et al. (1992) create a model to test the importance of government’s role as the ‘first user of innovation’ in promoting technological development in various industries, and Goel (2001) develops a principal-agent model to test how R&D efforts by the agent (supplier) are affected by the varying degrees of control imposed by the principal (government contractor). Although few in number, by modelling the conditions under which public procurement can be expected to succeed as an innovation policy, these papers provide considerable support to the research on public procurement and innovation.

### 3.2 Thematic analysis

We now turn to discuss our findings related to themes in the corpus. These help to understand the research directions and areas of interest for the research community. Keywords provide a simple indication of themes, vocabulary and its diversity. Semantic analysis of texts allows the identification of thematic groups and their proximity and level of interactions.

#### 3.2.1 Keywords
Keywords help in searching for articles and help connect researchers who share similar vocabulary. Sixty-six of the ninety-nine journal articles listed keywords and therefore comments cannot be made about the entire corpus. However, even these sixty-six journal articles yield 236 distinct keywords of which only ten appear at least three times which indicates a diverse vocabulary. ‘Public procurement’ is the keyword in thirty-three papers, leading the list as the most frequently used keyword, followed by ‘innovation’ with twenty-seven and ‘innovation policy’ with thirteen instances of use. Another popular keyword in the vocabulary is ‘demand’ (ten instances). There are variations in the use of ‘public procurement’ and ‘innovation’ which combine the two terms—three instances of ‘public procurement of innovation’, two of ‘public procurement for innovation’, and one of ‘public end-user driven technological innovation’.

The most frequent words reflect the broad boundaries of the corpus, but it is the less frequent keywords (but occurring at least more than once) which provide insights into the interests of the corpus. There are five instances where ‘industrial development’ (or a similar term) is used to convey an interest in the use of public procurement and innovation for promoting industrial growth (Shyu et al. 2001; Srinivas 2006; Malerba et al. 2008; Myoken 2010; Matelly and Lima 2016). The term ‘interactive learning’ is used by three papers to draw attention to a systemic, iterative model of innovation, where demand and supply elements need to interact to create something new (e.g. Edquist and Hommen 1999; Edquist and Zabala-Iturriagagoitia 2012; Phillips et al. 2007).

There are different keywords to suggest interest in topics like health—‘health care’ (Walker and Preuss 2008; Meehan et al. 2017) and ‘medical technology’ (Torbica and Cappellaro 2010; Sorenson and Kanavos 2011), and environmental protection— ‘renewable fuels’ (Alic 2015; Alidenius and Khan 2017), ‘environmental innovation’ (Ghisetti 2017), and ‘sustainability’ (Cerin 2006; Walker and Preuss 2008; Gee and Uyarra 2013; Cohen and Amoros 2014). One recent paper in the corpus uses the term ‘green public procurement’ (Aldenius and Khan 2017). A systematic literature review on green public procurement (GPP) was recently published (Cheng et al. 2018) and GPP appears to be a special branch of public procurement and innovation which focuses on public procurement for environmental protection.

3.2.2 Analysis of abstracts

Shared keywords and terms imply a sense of research community some degree of community in research. This can be probed further by conducting semantic analysis of texts and producing a co-occurrence network based on the terms extracted. In this study, we used the abstracts from the ninety-nine papers to identify co-occurrences of terms.

To generate our co-occurrence network, we conducted a textual analysis. We uploaded the corpus of abstracts to Cortext, an open-source lexical analysis software platform. With the condition of at least two occurrences in abstracts at the document level, terms extraction produced a list of 221 terms. The list of terms was scanned and irrelevant terms were manually removed. A list of 135 terms remained.

As with our analysis of keywords, ‘public procurement’ and ‘innovation policy’ occur most frequently in the abstracts, but what is more interesting is the variety of ways in which the link between public procurement and innovation is expressed, the most popular being ‘public procurement for innovation’, and ‘public procurement of innovation’ (twelve documents each). Edler and Georgihoiu (2007) provide the first instance of the use of ‘public procurement for innovation’ and Rolfstam (2009) is the first instance of the use of ‘public procurement of innovation’. Rolfstam (2015) later suggests that an important difference between the two terms, which is generally observed in their use is that public procurement for innovation refers to the procurement of ‘goods and services that do not yet exist’ (an expression used by Edquist and Hommen (1999)) and tends to denote ‘technology procurement’ while public procurement of innovation is broader in its meaning, denoting public procurement that leads to innovations of any kind (like innovation in the procurement process or through the combination of existing technologies).

It is also interesting to note which terms occur together. To form a network of the terms extracted from the abstracts, the terms were mapped by using the Louvain method (Blondel et al. 2008). In the network, nodes represent the terms and the edges represent documents that connect these terms. Clusters of terms are formed based on optimal modularity, that is the density of edges inside the clusters (compared to outside) is optimized to detect clusters or communities in the network.

Several closely-knit communities can be found by analysing the network (Fig. 5). ‘Public procurement of innovation’ and ‘public procurement for innovation’ occur in different (although not disconnected) communities. The term
'public procurement of innovation' co-occurs with terms like 'policy initiatives' and 'institutional analysis', while 'public procurement for innovation' co-occurs more prominently with terms like 'European Union'. Both 'public procurement of innovation' and 'public procurement for innovation' belong to clusters with terms like 'EU member states' and 'policymakers in the EU', suggesting an association between European Commission-led policy initiatives and papers on this subject.

A further important cluster revealed by the analysis is the one on the bottom-left of the figure. Linked by 'government policy', both the clusters have terms that can be associated with industries and industrial innovation ('american industries', 'domestic firms', 'computer industry', 'small firms', 'enterprises and SMEs'), which reflects the original interest of the topic in studying public procurement as a government policy tool for promoting innovation in industries. Another cluster in the figure contains terms like 'value chains', 'innovation systems', 'market demand', 'policy tools', and 'government agency'. Together, they would suggest a potential interest in, or application of, the systemic perspective in studying innovation theorized by Lundvall (1985) and Nelson (1993). Another cluster shows co-occurrence and close proximity of terms like 'regional government' and 'community', exemplifying meso-level studies in the corpus (Rothwell 1984; Lember et al. 2011; Dale-Clough 2015).

3.3 Public procurement and innovation: Justifications and contexts

By examining the articles for the justifications provided and their contexts, it is possible to characterize research on public procurement and innovation along several dimensions. Identifying the justifications in a research corpus helps to appreciate the philosophies that inform the development of the field. Knowledge about the research contexts helps to identify dominant interests as well as overlooked areas which can inform further research efforts.

3.3.1 Justifications

What are the justifications used in the literature to link public procurement and innovation? Edler and Georgiou (2007) identified three justifications for the use of public procurement as an innovation policy tool and called them 'rationales': the importance of lead user and demand, market and system failures, and the applicability of public procurement towards improving public policy and services. Chicot and Matt (2018) also describe policy rationales of
public procurement and innovation research using the concept of failures which justify the policy. They identify three types of failures: demand-side failures relate to the provision of public services and adoption and diffusion of technology; supply-side failures relate to the incentives and capacity of producers to engage with research and development; and user-supplier interaction failures relate to uncertainties related to information asymmetry and lack of interactive learning spaces.

In our corpus, we encountered a variety of justifications linking public procurement and innovation that could be classified into three categories, informed by the existing frameworks. The first is the ‘buyer and user’ rationale, where the government engages as a user (sometimes the ‘first user’) of a product or service. The ‘buyer and user’ rationale focuses on the importance of demand (expressed through procurement) for the development of technology, but also includes the importance of interaction with and perspectives from the user. The second type of rationale could be classified as the ‘market failure’ rationale. These justifications usually stressed on the ability of public procurement to generate incentives for producers and suppliers to engage in innovation and technology, which the market on its own was not able to generate. The third type of rationale was the ‘public services’ rationale, where the application of public procurement as an innovation policy is justified for improving the provision of public services.

The papers were coded according to ‘buyer and user’, ‘market failure’, and ‘public services’ rationale. Where more than one rationale was discussed we coded multiple rationales. All ninety-nine papers were coded and the degree of overlap and relative sizes of the three rationales in the corpus is indicated in a Venn diagram in Fig. 6. A total of forty-two articles make reference to the buyer and user rationale, and the corresponding numbers for market failure and public services rationales are fifty and forty respectively.

Figure 6. Venn diagram on the use of justifications in the corpus (n = 99).

Seventy-two of the ninety-nine articles used just one of the rationales. The ‘buyer and user’ rationale is discussed exclusively in twenty-two papers. ‘Public services’ is examined exclusively in twenty-four papers. Only six papers consider all three rationales. The mutual exclusivity, that is, the reference to only one of the rationales in seventy-two of the ninety-nine papers, would suggest that the literature has developed by using different justifications and theoretical bases.

3.3.2 Contexts

A large number of papers had a clearly defined research focus in terms of what was the purpose of procurement, by which level of government, and in which country. A systematic review helps to reveal the dominant and the overlooked contexts in research.
3.3.3 Reason for procurement

The UN classifies government functions into ten categories. This was adapted to identify the reasons for public procurement covered in the corpus in order to get a sense of the purpose of public procurement. Seventy articles made reference to at least one of the ten functions.

Procurement of technology for environmental protection and health (medical equipment, hospital services) dominate the list (Table 5). The popularity of environmental protection as a reason for public procurement is related in part to the development of green public procurement (GPP) as a topic related to public procurement and innovation research. In this literature, where the intention to mobilize procurement towards purchase of environmentally-friendly goods and services exists sometimes be discussed alongside promoting innovation and technological development. Manufacturing industries and ICT industries are also often discussed as case studies when public procurement is motivated towards improving the manufacturing sector and/or developing a more technology-driven manufacturing industry. Technology procurement for defence is discussed in fifteen papers, many of which discuss the role of military demand in technology development (Nelson and Langlois 1983; Mowery and Langlois 1996; Alic 2008).

Table 5. Frequency of government functions fulfilled by technology procurement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function of Government</th>
<th>Number of articles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Environmental protection</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction(^a)</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication(^b)</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defence</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public safety and social protection</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Housing and community development</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture, forestry, fishing, fuel, energy, and mining</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) These refer to public works—construction of buildings, roads, etc.

\(^b\) This refers to government’s role in establishing infrastructure and communication networks.

3.3.4 Level of government

Public procurement can be conducted at different levels of government: national, regional, or local. Almost all papers in the corpus defined the level of government at one of these levels, except for two which considered procurement at a multi-national level and therefore could not be classified in any of the three categories. Seventy-three papers look at national government procurement policy and practice, forty-three at the local level (municipality, city council), and thirty-two at the regional level. A partial explanation for the dominance of the focus on national level government could be that many of the reasons for pursuing procurement occur for functions of government that are performed by or require coordination at the national-level, like environmental protection, public health, and defence (Table 5).

Although reference to regional government procurement and policy can be found in early years (e.g. Rothwell 1984), Table 6 shows that public procurement and innovation research has become more diverse with respect to the level of government in the last ten years with several works that seek to draw attention to local-level policy making (e.g. Pickernell et al. 2011; Dale-Clough 2015; Zelenbabic 2015; Uyarra et al. 2017). The share of corpus exclusively considering procurement by national governments has reduced over time.

Table 6. Level of government studied by articles in the corpus (n = 97).
3.3.5 Country

An important variable in terms of research context, especially in policy research, is the country. We coded the papers for the countries that were the focus of the articles: eighty-five of the ninety-nine articles situated their study in one or more countries, and twenty-eight countries can be identified. We classified the European Union as a sovereign entity when EU policy is discussed. The frequency distribution is provided in Table 7. The UK is the most commonly studied country in the corpus, closely followed by the USA. Several European countries follow. China is the most frequently studied non-western country and has been receiving a lot of attention for its use of public procurement as an innovation policy in recent years.

Table 7. Frequency of countries studied in the corpus.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Number of articles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European Union</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland; France; Germany</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy; Japan; Netherlands; Spain</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway; Switzerland</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada; Estonia; Greece; Latvia; Poland</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia; Brazil; India; Ireland; South Korea; Singapore; Taiwan; Turkey</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Remarkable in their low numbers and absence in Table 6 are non-OECD, non-EU countries. One explanation for this neglect can be found in Detelj et al. (2016). In their review of public procurement and innovation research in different countries, they note that the proliferation of studies in the USA, the UK, and Europe may indicate better

Note: The figures in brackets indicate percentage growth or reduction from previous record. ↑ indicates an increase and ↓ indicates a reduction.
awareness of policy possibilities, whereas public procurement and innovation studies in countries like Croatia and Serbia focus on improving the efficiency of public procurement and reducing corruption. The literature so far comes from a very western, liberal-democracy specific point-of-view and there may be potential in investigating the opportunities and challenges of using public procurement as a demand-side innovation policy tool in non-OECD, non-EU countries. China would seem an obvious focus for research.

4. Conclusion

Academic interest in public procurement and innovation has grown significantly. The role of government as a buyer and user of goods and services is emerging as an important focus in discussions about the role of government in promoting innovation. In any body of research, a systematic literature review is a useful first step in consolidating knowledge on the topic. By searching and annotating journal articles that make reference to public procurement and innovation, this review helps to characterize the literature, comment on its evolution, and identify key themes, underlying assumptions and coverage of contexts.

A variety of terms are used in the literature—‘public procurement of innovation’ and ‘public procurement for innovation’ being the most popular. Studies on public procurement for environmental protection and sustainable development have recently started referring to themselves as ‘green public procurement’. In order to keep all these variants of public procurement and innovation studies together under one umbrella, it is important to strengthen the underlying theories that serve public procurement and innovation so that the field is easier to recognize across diverse themes. The finding that papers recognize very different justifications linking public procurement and innovation emphasizes the need to have more consensus about the foundations of the topic.

In addition to a need for rigorous theoretical work, there is also a justification for paying attention to overlooked empirical contexts and for testing the applicability of public procurement and innovation concepts in different scenarios. While there is diversity in contexts in which the empirical research is situated—the reasons for procurement, the level of government which is conducting the procurement, and the country being considered—the contexts are rather unequally represented in the corpus. The empirical work mostly relates to the UK, USA, and western European countries. Greater diversity of empirical contexts may lead to a more universal understanding of the topic.

Therefore, given the present state of knowledge on this topic, we conclude that policymakers should be cautious of applying public procurement as an innovation policy tool because the policy has only been applied in a few countries and a few contexts. The use of public procurement as a demand-side innovation policy tool has been conceptualized and tested with a few case studies and examples for the most part in several of the studies, and only five papers curate and measure evidence and impact of the policy. Although there is a consensus over the importance of the role of demand in promoting innovation and technological development, the academic literature rarely addresses questions on impact. The lack of studies on impact has limited the scope of this systematic review to be a meta-analysis on public procurement as an innovation policy.

We propose two directions for future research. The first is more effort focused on constructing theoretical frameworks. There is currently very little theory-building work in the corpus and, given the need to develop a better understanding of demand generally and the role of demand in innovation policy in particular, we regard it as important that more work is carried out in this area. A second direction is empirical. Future research should seek greater variety of contexts for empirical testing of public procurement and innovation policy concepts. In particular, more research on public procurement and innovation should be conducted in non-OECD, non-EU countries.

1. We thank one of our anonymous reviewers for prompting us to consider this aspect.

2. Systematic literature reviews are sometimes pursued with the objective of presenting an assessment of an intervention and are called ‘meta-analysis’ or ‘meta-evaluation’. Because such systematic reviews of literature were first done in medical research with the purpose of assessing the effectiveness of clinical interventions, there is often an expectation of systematic reviews to do the same (i.e. report on the effectiveness of intervention). A ‘scoping review’ is therefore the technically correct term for a systematic study of literature that does not conduct a meta-evaluation. However, in the interest of visibility, we have followed the conventional name ‘systematic literature review’ in this article.

3. The search strategy did not actively look for the use of policy terms like ‘PPI’ (public procurement of/for innovation’ or ‘PCP’ which is short for pre-commercial procurement. This is because the review seeks to include any
research that describes public procurement as a possible demand-side innovation policy instrument rather than any specific conceptualization of public procurement as an innovation policy tool. At the same time, the use of terms like PPI or PCP did not lead to automatic exclusion of the articles.

4. Six of the results did not lead to a paper on further search, and five could not be accessed with the institutional subscription available to the authors.

5. The transformation has been undertaken because of the difficulties of using non-normal data for calculating CUSUM (Ryan and Faddy 2001). From Fig. 1 it is evident that the distribution is not normal.

6. The quality of journals (measured in terms of journal impact factor) in which the corpus is found might be of interest to some readers who may ask whether the increasing importance of the topic translates to publication in ‘higher impact’ journals. We used Scopus CiteScore 2018 and found no significant difference between the average impact factor of journals over time. We have not included a more detailed analysis of this point but would like to thank one of our anonymous reviewers for making this suggestion.

7. Nissen (1996) classifies publications into five categories—trade press, redesign cases, expert reengineering methodologies, academic investigations, and theory-building works. We did not classify any articles as trade press and adapted the categories to better suit the types of contributions we noticed in the corpus.

8. In case an article proposes a testable model/hypothesis and uses empirical data to test it, it would continue to be classified as ‘theory-building’ based on its primary contribution.

9. Since the number of papers with author-provided keywords exceeds the number of papers with WoS KeywordsPlus and since it may not be wise to merge author-provided and automated keywords, only author-provided keywords have been used for analysis.
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